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Editorial
Good literature is like good sex—as some poet has said, we don’t know exactly who,
perhaps one of us—you know it when you see it because you like what you see. The
point of Narrow Road was that. It has not been an easy road, for the good literature
we sought has been hard to come by. But like a birdwatcher catching sight of a pied
hornbill or a paradise flycatcher, we are delighted when we see it. The squeals bring
our neighbours to our door, our WhatsApp messages fly through the night, annoying
those who share our beds.
For some reason, we have a profusion of poetry and a good selection of haibun, but
the art of writing good flash fiction seems to have sought its deathbed, waiting like
Bhishma, for an Arjuna to get over with his work and bring him his deliverance. About
a decade (or a little more ago), flash fiction was all the rage on the internet, and every
Amar, Akbar and Antony were writing it. It isn’t a joke (literally), nor is it a rambling
monologue without end, nor is it an abstract piece without a central conflict. Instead,
we must use our keyboards to complain that that’s what we’ve been getting. We’d not
have complained if you’d simply flashed us.
On the other hand, poetry of all shades seems to have improved, including the
rhyming kinds that so annoy the modern ones. Perhaps it is because the editors have
had the luck to have good poet friends, whom they cajoled and threatened and bribed
and incited to send in some good pieces. Perhaps this poet is a little too Bohemian than
he needs to be, a Moravian approach might be required. (We didn’t find a literary
allusion for Slovakian.) As the poetry editor has a crunchy tooth, there are three poems
on papads, and while some might consider it an excess, he thinks it is nowhere near
enough. What sane human is satisfied with three papads?
From this issue onwards, we also plan to carry a poem or two in a language other than
English, as well as English transcreations of poems from other languages. So, from the
December issue, for which submissions will begin in September, do feel empowered
to send in a poem in your own language if it is not the Queen’s English (we will
consider Stryne and Geordie as separate languages), as long as it is accompanied by a
translation the good lady Elizabeth II can read without help.
Our selection from haibun has been lucky. We present a rich tapestry from
melancholia to sanguinity, from the choleric to the comic. But we carry a tinge of
sadness, as we observe the passing of a giant in the world of a haibun, and so we
dedicate this issue to our erstwhile colleague and mentor, Angelee Deodhar.
We will, in the fullness of time, issue revised guidelines for Flash Fiction, and perhaps
tighten the rules for poetry. But till then, we hope you have a good time reading.
-

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan

water worn boulders
so smooth now
against calloused feet

~ Angelee Deodhar

Poetry

Madhu Raghavendra, Guwahati
Spoiler Alert―
The night is a splinter to kill darkness
The rose is a maze to find the thorn
The man is a guest who sees no light
The woman is a sky who births the clouds
The body is a chair where hangs the coat
The brain is a scarf that strangles love
The kiss is an article of the constitution
The will is a fever that will bring rain
The craft is an illness that transmits light

Anna Cates, Wilmington
Solstice
Winter solstice is nearly here,
the darkest time of year.
No summer sparklers sizzle
in time with 99-cent
wieners on the grill—
only a faint drizzle.
A tired widower lights a candle
to fight the gloom,
while an old lady strings
Christmas lights from her trailer—
slaves of fate,
we deny the doom.
The elephant man veiled himself
in burlap. He kept his poetry inside.
He sparked no revolution, and when
Mr. Death took him, he barely blinked.
That book closed, and the world was glad,
the pantheon ever silent.
They say in quiet homes
good people waver. Mormon
missionaries and geeks
alike might crave a little Greek fire—
defy the gods,
and board the escape train.

Glory Sasikala, Chennai
Office Blues
In the stillness
Someone coughed
Someone yawned
Boss on phone
He –
Control A
Control C
Control V
Copy-pasting
My thoughts
In his diary.
The whirring fan
My ice-cold
stare
Blank at screen
Her tinkling laughter
jars on my tired brain
Switch off.
Time to go home...

Rochelle Potkar, Mumbai
In that land under the sun, where dry heat hits bone
and in your pocket you keep a red onion to peel flakes at 46-degrees centigrade,
male poets speak of Kamala Das and her feminist poetry,
entering a friend's wife’s kitchen and
telling her to abandon her breakfast preparations.
They are getting late. There are no cafes in the neighborhood,
yet they depart with a caravan of 15 ravenous townspeople.
Under an angry sun, hunger inside their guts, then
Pied Pipers talk of timeliness,
reaching a nowhere-wilderness,
while the woman in her four-walled, steeled cliché
keeps away a mountain of grated coconut over flattened rice,
sugar, coffee, and unused milk, par-boiled.
Her father was a village radical… but she tucks her wet sighs at the edges of her sari.
As onions shrivel in our pockets with intense upheaval,
men use Urdu and Marathi verses to fight God
and the women can’t even fight the men,
who are not their husbands
because they know no poetry.

Akila G, Hyderabad
Cowry shells
They, cream and white,
rolled out of Grandpa’s trunk
on the sandstone floor
There were no stars to foretell
in a rain-laden June of the Western Ghats
so we played with them
for points – one, two, eight
sixteen for a fistful
till we fancied board games and
currency notes
in high risers pulsating the skyline
There are no stars here to foretell
carpeted under city lights
We stopped playing.
Those cowry shells, cream and white,
now thread figurines
for multicolored card wallets
in the city of share bazaar
shivering in the pale-yellow light
for a bit of that old sandstone
where they were once free.

Malcolm Carvalho, Bengaluru
Moving Stars
You say the stars need to realign themselves.
I think the sky is a kaleidoscope –
we can turn and twist it a little,
tap the far end,
and watch constellations rearrange themselves.
If only it was that simple,
but gravity gets in the way,
and there is only so much you can do
about the damned inertia.

Potatoes at Eighty
I love mashed potatoes.
I'll love them more at eighty
when I'll have outlived my teeth.
I've already lost three.
Wait is it four? Or five?
And I'm sure the rest will not hold guard for forty plus years.
The clatter of my dentures
will then struggle to keep pace with the blaring television
or whatever the hell will replace the damned machine sequels growing on trees maybe?
I might then miss French fries,
and how their crisp texture would have felt against my tongue
in my younger days.
Which means at eighty I should still remember how those fried strips taste.
Which is why I'm munching French fries right now.

Bhaskar Pitla, Mumbai
Afternoons and Now
I don't know if we ever live again
all we have are these quiet hours only
these sultry moments of Now. These afternoons
where nothing moves, the quiet dissipation
of our languid hours, slowly melting like
ice cream - butterscotch flavour is it?
Taste these moments, the salt inside them
salt makes everything taste so good. Snowflakes
are salty or are they sweet, taste them anyway
snowflakes don't last like these afternoons
when nothing moves, afternoons staring
at the sea wondering what moves
oceans - this world is made up of water
of salt, of dreams and the sweet taste
of kisses on afternoons like these
the way i see it
the way you see it
the world doesn't see quiet
like the way we do
everything stays
when nothing moves.

Laura Tattoo, Portland
This is not Armageddon
The sea told me
she loved me today
when she swept me up
and made me buoyant
The sky did too
a big blue dahlia
breathing into my skin
an eternal openness
Sometimes I think
I can't take anymore
then I cry
and it's over
This is not Armageddon
This is an earth song
This is not Armageddon
This is a life that must be lived

Kusumagraj
I
I am the prison
I decree the sentence
It is I who hammers
iron nails
onto hideous prison doors
And it is I
who then
batters my head
on those nails
in a desperate bid
for freedom.

Note - Original Marathi poem is ‘Mee-ch’, by poet Kusumagraj, from his 'Maarwa'
collection.

Shanta Shelke transcreated by Alaka Yeravadekar, Pune
Untitled
How nameless ties emerge
and develop
tendrils of contexts;
how the gentle breeze of attachment
mellows
the dry wastes of life!
The past was not fruitless;
Seeds sown unknowingly.
Once spilled breaths mass out of the blue.
We are not as lonely as we seem;
despair carried by many shoulders.
Sparks flashing from cinder
may not dispel darkness,
but there is comfort in the knowledge
that another burns
and glows for you.
~

Original Marathi poem: 'Naati' by poet Shanta Shelke.

Quamrul Hassan, Dhaka
Scarlet
the word reminds me of you
you might roll your eyes
and say
that it was just an excuse
to justify thinking of you
because any colour i see
or hear someone else talk about
would bring memories of you
dressed in yellow, red, blue, pink, green, black
and any other colour that
this world has seen
and then you would say
that i am too unromantic
with no sense of color
just to leave me to reply
triumphantly, that,
rabindranath, too, was color blind

Peter Griffin, Navi Mumbai
Eulogy
for EdeS
It wasn’t personal:
I didn’t know you, really;
I was just one of the pimply thousands
passing through your ken,
more bothered by unattainable girls
and being the outsider among the rich kids
than coveting the wealth you offered.
(I wish I had, it’s true,
but then I met you in your poems,
which you said is the best way.)
And it wasn’t the place:
now that my friends are married
and their children named
I only go to places of worship for funerals.
Maybe it was the day:
almost ten years after that first big loss,
midway between the birthday and deathday of another.
Perhaps it was hearing that you hummed Amazing Grace
like I used to before Mum, who I first heard it from, died.
(Was it just the love for the music, as it was for me?)
Yes, that’s what it probably was:
that’s why I cried at your funeral.

Kasturi Jadhav, Mumbai
Dual lives
there is loneliness
there are butterflies
there is anguish
there are tides
there are bitter souls
and then there are those
unexpectedly kind strangers
there is the full moon
there is helplessness
there is heartache
and
leaves
just falling
from trees

Chaitali Bhattacharjee
Ask the One
You smoke your life away,
A hazy sooty release, that fleeting rapture.
Ask the one consumed by incessant spasm
stripped by fear counting odds in living and dying.
Clutched with chemo bidding to outrun Carcinoma.
Gasping for one lease or a streak of kismet maybe.
You spent heaps for that illusion called perfection.
The bridge of your nares now aligned symmetrical.
A demure attempt to fill the hollow.
Ask the one
The one with her purged face blitzed
by venom, unknown and unaware.
The bed of her uniqueness ransacked.
An attack acrid; Harsh pungent reality
she lives everyday searching for her lost self.
You have a portioned bite, not much
to your fancy. A wide potpourri of savouries
for dainty senses, half-picked or else wasted.
Ask the one
The body with those ever-urging stomachs.
Scanning through the trash cans scavenging
sustenance - shreds, scraps or mouthfuls
every day and most nights.
The irony of misery in need
Sharp pangs of hunger camouflaging filth, muck and sleaze.
And those caved-in eyes amidst the debris growling
for a fragment edible or a morsel of miracle maybe.

Keshav Khambadkone, Mumbai
The ART of eating PAPAD
Eat it over meals
Split it over a glass of frothy beer
Crumble it when there are lots of kids
Chew it while Iooking at a cow
Munch it while doing homework
Crack it while telling a joke
Heap it when guests are around
Stare at it when in a pensive mood
Hold it when talking love
Hide it when there is a thief around

Late Sheila Khambadkone
पा#पड खांवच) कि,श
पा#पडु खांवच) कि,श
सां1गु वे तु5का हांवं
आय9डया :द<ल> बा5णाने
काBयांतु बरयल) बाDलेन)!
Microwave आंतु भाFजक
ु जाHा
नालIल ते<लातु तळुक जाHा.
खांKचाक भो MNच ला1ता
एक खे<<यार> वोपस मा1ताँ!
धंवो आSन तांTडोSय आUता
जेवणाक मUत MNच हाVता.
कWगाचो आSन पणसाचोSय आUता
ताXनेक घेBना खांKचाक जाHा.
गायचे 5हWके चाTडावनु खावयेद
TV, Zसनेमा पळयतNच स[
ु धां खावयेद.
Drinks सांगाती Sन#पोन खावयेद
वर<यार> चुरांची कोस5बर> सु[धां कोयIद!

Editor’s note: This pair of poems in Konkani (published) and English (previously
unpublished) is reproduced with permission from the personal collection of the
nonagenarian Shri Keshav Khambadkone.

Gautam Nadkarni, Mumbai
The Papad Song
To eat the papad that you love
Allow me please to tell you how:
My husband's notion brought to life
And scripted by his humble wife;
When toasted in your microwave
Or deep fried in coconut oil
It tastes so good, it will enslave,
To stop at one would need much toil;
It comes in white and crimson shades,
Adds taste and fun to every meal,
From roots and jackfruit of good grades,
As teatime snack it's quite a deal.
It can be chewed bovine-fashion
While watching TV with passion;
Eaten with drinks it makes you smile,
What's left will go another mile.

Editor’s note: Gautam Nadkarni has kindly translated in English verse, rather
liberally, Late. Sheila Khambadkone’s poem in the previous page. If you see three
papad poems, allow us the indulgence. We love our papad.

Haibun

Shernaz Wadia, Pune
My Lost Friend
Ours was a co-ed school. He had returned home from abroad and joined us in the
ninth standard – a quiet, polite boy who spoke to girls only when spoken to. I regarded
him highly for the deference he showed to girls.
Leaving that cocoon we were soon out in the world, lost in our own lives. Years flew
by and then that boy and I were thrown into contact again. I was happy to reconnect
with him. The internet was two decades away still and we started corresponding
through snail mail. I don’t remember who got whose address first and initiated what
became a regular exchange. They used to be interesting letters. He quoted the likes
of Karl Marx and Mohandas Gandhi occasionally waxing philosophical. At other
times I detected an undercurrent of suppressed angst; but I could not get him to
divulge the cause. Not wanting to trespass on his privacy I would let the matter rest
without pushing further.
What intrigued me was his reluctance to come over to my house. Both his sisters
lived in the same city as I and he visited them often. If I suggested we should meet at
one of their places he would nervously refuse that too. It was baffling. Not his
refusal so much as his edginess.
abandoned
by his own pack
the pariah slunk around
forbidden boundaries
fearfully on the alert
Then like smoke curling into mist he disappeared without explanation. The last I
heard about him was after he had passed away – liver succumbed to liquor.
He lived and died in the solitary confines of his mind, daily waking up and going to
bed as one of the countless "Lost Men". Nothing changed for him day in and day out.
Did he carry the stigma of caste into the afterlife?

Gautam Nadkarni, Mumbai
A Close Shave with Destiny
I received my very first electric shaver from Dad shortly after graduating from high
school. Till then I had contented myself with a trimmer. It was a big day for me of
course. I was now what I had always dreamt of being since babyhood. A Grown Up.
After my first shave with the machine I strutted about importantly hoping people
would notice my clean jowls. At least smell the after shave. But not a single look of
admiration came my way. I found this most annoying. I mean what’s the point in
standing in front of a mirror for hours and shaving off one’s fuzz if ultimately nobody
is going to notice it. I had to concede that what I had always suspected was true.
People were barbarians. Beneath the thin veneer of civilization every single person
was a savage. I wouldn’t have been surprised if the entire lot hadn’t tied me to a stake
with thongs and danced around me singing lustily.
The girl next door was the next guinea pig. I had always admired her large brown
eyes and the way she fluttered her long lashes at me. I went onto the veranda and was
prepared to wait indefinitely when as if on cue she came onto hers. When I greeted
her with a Hi! she looked mystified. Didn’t seem to recognize me. When I introduced
myself to the object of my dreams she burst out laughing. A tinkling laugh but this
time it jarred. She felt it was her duty to explain that without the face fuzz I looked
like one of those trans-something. I felt like dashing to my room, burying my face in
the pillow and weeping copiously.
I decided after the pillow was soaking wet that I would retire to a dark, lonely cave
in the Himalayas and become a hermit. One with a long unkempt beard that swept
the ground.
Khajuraho
the contortionist picks up
a trick or two

Unsound Silence
I never had a yen specifically for western pop music as a child. Anything pleasant
which chanced to fall on my ears was welcome.
It was only at age thirteen that the boys at school ridiculed me for not having heard of
Simon and Garfunkel. It was unthinkable. If you hadn’t heard of Neil Armstrong,
what of it? But Simon and Garfunkel! One looked askance. They gave me helpful
instructions on how to tune in to the radio station to get my earful. They felt there was
still hope for the savage. I found it commendable.
That night I tuned in to the recommended station and after listening to Engelbert
Humpherdinck and Frank Sinatra cooing like dizzy doves I finally heard the Sound
of Silence. There wasn’t much silence left after the duo had systematically dealt with
it. But I could be heard humming the song for days afterwards. The boys at school
looked on me like the prodigal son who had finally come home. And short of killing
the fatted calf they did almost everything else to register satisfaction.
proud parents
the toddler plays humpty dumpty
in C minor

Johannes Manjrekar, Vadodara
Four million
High school astronomy was probably the first exposure to a vastness of things beyond
the comprehension of our lived experience. Where it no more made a difference
whether there were nine zeroes or fifteen tagged on to something. Where measuring
in light years meant some starlight we saw came from stars that no longer existed.
Where… well, never mind. Femtometers aren’t much easier to grasp.
A million seems a bit easier to comprehend. For instance, there are lots of millionaires
in the world, and we can form some sort of idea of what a millionaire is. Someone
with at least six zeroes against their name and no worries, surely. We have learnt to
deal with those kinds of numbers when it comes to money. But people? How many
people are a million? Four million? More than the population of a good few countries.
Or just an Indian B city. How many stories do four million people have, lived and
mostly untold? How would four million people all assembled in one small space
appear?
With people, even four million is a number difficult to comprehend. Much more than
the contact lists of even most compulsive social media users. And if four million
people were suddenly told they no longer belonged anywhere, that they were the
undesirable flotsam of a history they had no role in making…
Forget them. Four million is merely a 4 followed by just 6 zeroes. Much fewer than in
a light year or in Avogadro’s number. Except that they’re humans and not atoms or
miles.
Whatever.
holding grandma’s hand
the girl’s smile without distrust
of tomorrow

Clarity
There were dark clouds and the evening sun breaking through and a child lost in the
eating of an ice cream and even, with impeccable timing, an egret in purposeful flight.
For an instant the world was still and crystal clear.
How quickly darkness fell and now there are only word-shaped sensations losing
their way on paper but I still carry that moment so clear.
ragged clouds
the egret’s whiteness now
out of sight

Terri Hale French, Huntsville
A Change is Gonna Come
The only black people allowed in our home were Aretha Franklin and Ottis Redding.
Dad liked their music. I wasn’t prepared in the 7th grade when my white friends and
I were bussed to an all-black school on the other side of town—the side that made dad
say “lock your doors” when we drove through. I’d never gone to school with black
kids. I didn’t know how to act. One day a black boy who played flute in my band class
smiled at me and I smiled back. His name was Tony and we quickly became friends.
Sometimes Tony would call me at home. If dad answered the phone I knew it would
be ok because Tony “sounded white.”
integration—
I ask my father
to call them Brazil nuts
Note – “A Change Is Gonna Come" is a song by American recording artist Sam Cooke,
released on December 22, 1964 and covered by Ottis Redding in 1965. The song was
inspired by various personal events in Cooke's life, most prominently an event in
which he and his entourage were turned away from a whites-only motel in Louisiana.

Baubles
My name is Finn and this is Malachi. Hey, I am making jewellery out of these beautiful
treasures I’ve found. Take a look at them. Maybe you’d like to buy something. I need
to get Malachi some dog food and I could use a cup of coffee. Yeah, someone stole my
tools, so I’m trying to use these scissors. It’s not easy. Second time the fuckers stole my
tools. Our government leaders are a bunch of paedophiles, did you know that? Google
it. People need to know the truth. Would you Google it and tell your friends? We need
to save the children. Our government is trafficking children. They worship Satan. We
have to save the children. Please Google it. Do you see something you like? Yeah,
that’s a nice piece. Whatever you can spare. Malachi needs food. Fuckers stole my
tools.
a father’s love
stealing the sparkle
from his daughter’s eyes

Praniti Gulyani, Mumbai
Entangled Rainbows
I wind the glassy exterior of a raw raindrop around my little finger. It isn't exactly
raw, but it hasn't ripened either. I didn't let it touch the earth. I examine the raw
raindrop, and see the crispness of the dimming sunlight tracing along its fragility.
I examine the fabric of granny's old apron and the scent of everything winds itself
around my soul. Between these tangled fibres, I feel grandfather's cologne, lavender
water, and apple pie.
Yet, it is this raw raindrop, this raw, ripening raindrop---which left with the fragrance
clinging to the thick edges of its body.
Somewhere in the world, I believe, that a raw raindrop carries my scent too.....and
leaves my scent somewhere, to mingle with all the scents in the world....

crystal hourglass...
watching the sky move
to the other compartment

Ripped Craters
Tell me how crispy the flattened sunlight feels as you wind it around your finger and
look at the deep, scarlet hues that lie deposited deep within the yellow. Hospital
window sunlight smells of antiseptic, I presume.
Somewhere, it seems as though the scarlet is pulsating and thumping within the
yellow, just like a bit of life, and you tell me how you expect it to form into a redcheeked baby with starry eyes and curling fingers closed around bits of cloud.
Then our conversation drifts to abortion.
layered conversation...
behind the bride's veil
a bit of moon

Paresh Tiwari, Hyderabad
against calloused feet
for Dr. Angelee Deodhar
On my first visit to your house, you insist I walk barefoot in the garden. You introduce me to
the plants and the trees; periwinkles, chrysanthemums, peepal, frangipani, bougainvillea, holy
basil, ginkgo you point faster than I can follow.
Before I leave, you press a slim volume of Issa’s translated haiku in my palms. Between its
pages you have left a fan shaped leaf. On one of your trips to Japan, you had picked up the
sapling near a master’s hut. Pressing its wisp thin roots in a fistful of soft loam, you had
wrapped it loosely in a cellophane sheet.
Nine hours later, you opened the suitcase frantically, tossed out the kurtis, the trousers and
pullovers over the tiled floor of the house, stopping only when you could see two tiny leaves
nodding under the cellophane.
Yesterday, I pulled the books down from their shelves. One by one at first. And then with
increasing urgency. As if I could change it all, if only I could find that solitary leaf. Hung
upside down from their spines, the books refuse to give away anything more than a few
desolate syllables and a parade of orphan images.
after you
the ginkgo leaf now
lost forever
A ten feet tall ginkgo tree stands sentinel in your garden.

Note – The title of the haibun has been taken from Angelee Deodhar’s jisei (death poem) water worn boulders
so smooth now
against calloused feet

The haibun section of Narrow Road, August 2018 edition would not be complete without
featuring a few of Dr. Angelee Deodhar’s works. The haibun reproduced here have been
previously published in three consecutive editions of Contemporary haibun Online in the year
2014.

Angelee Deodhar, Chandigarh
Henna
For thirty-one years, just before this particular fast she would get her palms painted
with designs of flowers, peacocks, vines, intertwined with her husband’s name. Ten
months after their wedding, she got up early, bathed, and after prayers for his long
life partook of some fruit, milk and dried fruit.
All day she ate and drank nothing … in the evening she wore a green and gold silk
sari, green glass bangles interspersed with gold ones, silver anklets, a bindi on her
forehead, and with sindoor in the parting of her jet-black hair, looked radiant. Heavy
with child, the very first time she kept the fast she could not bend to touch his feet …
he held her gently and fed her the first morsel of food and first sip of water … they
then shared the food … and held each other late into the moonlit night.
Now two years later, her frail pale hands are devoid of any colour except that in her
veins…
the stark moon
no longer worshipped –
deep autumn chill

Café au lait
Sitting around a table, waiting to be served our drinks, we find ourselves accosted by
a sixty-something smartly dressed and coiffured lady who greets us with a charming
smile. "Welcome, how nice to have you here! How are you all today? Do let me know
if you need anything. Ah, and dinner is at five. Hope you will stay as we have a special
treat and flamenco dancers to entertain you."
We look questioningly at our host, who this once is lucid enough to explain that, like
himself, she is an inmate of the assisted living facility where we are visiting. She was
once the maître d'hôtel of a fancy chain and now has Alzheimer’s, thinks she owns the
facility. Nobody seems to mind, as she wanders amidst tables greeting people.
Once again, she swings by our table to remind us that dinner’s at five.
summer heat –
finally letting go
the tangled kite

Dalhousie
The convent had an old weather worn wooden dolls’ house in which a six-year-old
child could sit and hide, look safely out at the world. It was a sanctuary of sorts from
the older girls who bullied and tweaked our ears or pulled our hair 'til we cried. Each
year there was a fete run by nuns and the children were given pocket money to spend
on items on display…toys, little bags of sweets, cards, holy pictures. Befriended by a
much older girl, I was taken firmly in hand and pulled to the various attractions. She
bought me a small bag of sweets and then took me over to see the holy pictures.
Just as we were about to enter the room I found some money lying on the ground. I
pointed it out to her and she swooped it up and hid it in her pocket where she had all
my money too.
I begged to be allowed to buy a cheerful rag doll or a curly-haired golliwog but she
just laughed and pulled me along. That night after the fete was over, I did not sleep
… every other girl cuddled a doll or a golliwog ... I had nothing except a frightening
picture of a sad-faced, long-haired person with a bleeding heart …
soap bubbles
reflecting rainbows –
just out of reach

Flash Fiction

DOSHA

Dosha—the word makes my mouth water and makes people around me, cringe.
I order it most times I go out to eat. Wait, scratch that. If it’s there as an option on the
menu card, it will be there on my plate. My ex-wife initially found my love for dosha
‘adorable’ but eventually tried very hard to not let me notice the nausea that
overtook her every time I ordered it. I was not offended though, it made me laugh.
But there is something about the round, fluffy pancake that I find irresistible.
Perhaps it is the idea of life itself having come a full circle, and, on a plate!
In fact I love everything circular. No, I must be honest, I only love things circular.
Doughnuts, cakes, cookies, coasters, clocks, you name it. All it has got to be is round,
and I love it—including myself!
Perhaps that’s why I’ve had to be admitted to this hospital. The doctors have put me
on a diet and exercise plan.
‘Cedric, you’re to eat carrot and cucumber sticks from now on,” they said.
Nonesense. How can I? So I sneak in my favourites through my cook: gulab jamuns,
roshogullas, chocolates (only the round variety of course).
As a child, I ate only chapattis. The only fruit I’d allow down my throat was orange
and occasionally, musk melon. My mother often warned me. “Cedi, you’re going to
suffer deficiencies.” I have eight different kinds of vitamin deficiencies as I speak but
I cannot help it. The doctors are perplexed as to why the balance won’t tilt in their
favour but as I said, I cannot help it! I cannot allow myself to lose shape.

My cook is my only visitor and confidante. He tells me that I have what he has
gathered is called an ‘OCD’ (I was fascinated by the letter ‘O’ as a toddler, as a
teenager I’d aim for either cent percent or nothing). He says it is a deplorable
dosha, a problem which he will consult his village priest about. But I tell him I
don’t want to change it. How can an obsessive-compulsive wish to change his
obsession?
My cook informs me of whispers being exchanged between the doctors. I’ve
heard them waft along the disinfectant infused air too—I may die, soon.
The thought plagues me.
God! Will they bury me in a regular coffin?

Fairy Dharawat, Mumbai
Typing...
She's typing '...' and then goes offline.
He's waiting. And waiting.
She's online. She's typing '...' and he's waiting.
She's back, online. But doesn't reply.
He's waiting. And seconds turn eternity.
There is no reply. She goes offline.
Stuck in a loop, he thought to write again.
"Hey, kinda waiting for your reply, so what do you think?"
Only one tick. Net connection working fine. He's waiting for the message to be
delivered. And he's still waiting, living through personalized hell.
Then it dawned on him. She blocked him.
Without replying to his coffee date request.

Praniti Gulyani , Mumbai
Geo-Bakery
Sometimes I stare at the world map and wonder who makes these countries and
continents the way they are. I'm sure there's something that I don't know about.
I think these countries and continents are baked in this huge oven, surrounded by
cotton like clouds and falling raindrops. After all, these countries and continents look
like lopsided cookies.
My
thoughts
drift
to
the
bakers
of
these
cookies.
I imagine the baker of Asia, and imagine her to be pretty ambitious. I think she's that
kind of baker, that strong, young woman with fiery eyes and big dreams.
I think the baker of Antarctica was a little subdued. I think of thin, stringy curls and
long, bony fingers. I think of cold, blue eyes and the typical soft and subdued lady.
The baker of my India, is surely this vibrant lady, with colourful attire and bright
bangles. I can imagine her jovial smile, and her shrill peals of laughter. She's kind and
generous, and I'm sure she would have put in a chocolate chip or two.
My thoughts move onto the baker of Syria. I think of this dark, isolated shadow
finding a piece of leftover baking dough.
Ironically, my thoughts don't drift beyond a dark figure, a dark room, and the silver
glint
of
a
knife
twinkles
relentlessly...
Maybe that's why so much was carved wrong.
But, they can always give this cookie to the other bakers.
Yet, these other bakers don't do anything but scar this cookie with the ends of their
bright bangles and dangling earrings...

Book Review

Vidya S Venkatramani, Chennai

THE WONDER CODE
AUTHOR: SCOTT MASON
Published by Girasole Press, New York

“We write to taste life twice”
~ Anais Nin.
Life and literature are inseparable from each other. But literature may sometimes go
beyond mere observation of life. It may actually put us on the path of self-realization.
This is precisely what Scott Mason’s book –The Wonder Code attempts to do. It is not
merely a collection of the literary form called haiku but is also Mason’s attempt to
make readers take a deep look into their basic philosophy of life.
Scott Mason discovered the Japanese poetry form of haiku on a hiking trip to Japan.
Since 2002 he has been the recipient of over 150 haiku awards. He has been the editor
of the American magazine, The Heron’s Nest.
Scott Mason has brought out a haiku anthology titled: The Wonder Code. It has an
even lovelier subtitle: Discover the way of Haiku and see the world with new eyes. It
contains 450 poems by 185 poets from 6 continents.
All the haiku contained in the book except those by the author were all published in
the magazine: The Heron’s Nest.
In the introduction, Mason urges us to see the world anew through “haiku eyes”. He
also quotes British scholar R. H. Blyth “Haiku is the final flowering of all Eastern
culture; it’s also a way of life". Indeed, the entire book rests on this philosophy.
Mason’s strong leaning towards Eastern way of thought and living is very evident.
At many places, the philosophy expounded here is reminiscent of the great American
naturalist, Thoreau who urged a return to simplicity.
The book is divided into five chapters titled: Think Small, Come to your senses, Feel
the Moment, Prepare for Surprise, Only Connect. Towards the end there is a solo
exhibition of the author’s own poems.
Each of the five chapters has an essay on the principle as highlighted by the title. The
essays are then followed by a gallery which exhibits poems that reflect that principle.
The essays are the best feature of the book. Each of them is a distilled essence of the
guiding principles of haiku explained in a lucid and engaging style. Besides being an

inspiration for haiku poets, they are also a gentle but persuasive nudge towards
personal growth.
In the chapter “Think Small”, Mason makes a case for the Eastern way of thought
which has a sense of solicitous fellow-feeling for the small things of Nature. This, in
the Western world is replaced by a sense of dominion or else indifference. Nothing in
Nature is trivial, he again says, quoting Buddhist philosophy.

afternoon tea—
each ant takes away
a granule of light
~ Lorin Ford

hut in the woods….
small teeth marks
on the toilet soap
~ K. Ramesh
In the Chapter “Come to your senses”, the author laments the electronic dependency.
Haiku helps us return to our senses to a world filled with wonder. For a student or
even a seasoned poet seeking to understand the sensory element in haiku, this chapter
is a wonderful choice.
winter rain
the tropical scent
from the soap dish
~ Connie Donleycott
An element of surprise is essential in life as it brings delight, excitement, adventure
and curiosity. Mason discusses the research findings of professional “surprisologists”
Tania Luna and LeeAnn Renninger on the positive consequences of surprise. Haiku
jolts us out of the routine and also offers a safe haven to exercise the surprise element.
The Chapter “Prepare for Surprise” has many delightful examples:
sudden gustthe book opens to a poem
I like even better
~ Carolyn Hall
In the chapter “Feel the moment”, the focus is on an “Aha” moment of joy and
realization in haiku. Mason unravels how words have been woven to communicate
the images in haiku which in turn take us to the “moment”.

soap bubbles
how softly mother
bursts into laughter
~ Kala Ramesh

snow moon
steam rising
off the milk pail
~ Alan S. Bridges
Mason’s outlook once again resonates with that of Thoreau when he discusses how
haiku reveals our place in the Cosmic scheme of things (Chapter: Only Connect). He
also stresses the importance of a holistic approach to life and the inter-dependency of
everything in nature. Engaging with the world with haiku sensibility, our perception
of boundaries, priorities, cause and effect and even time acquires a new hue.
Continental Divide---a bumblebee gathers pollen
from both slopes
~ D. Claire Gallagher

autumn light
the deer’s shadow
touches my toes
~ Susan Constable

gibbous moon
my ear on the curve
of her belly
~ Angelee Deodhar

Haiku voices from all over the word have been represented in this book. Some of Scott
Mason’s own works have also been showcased:

dusk
a crow
bides its time

lost
in wilderness
my cynic

There are many genres of haiku today and these are not necessarily nature-centric.
These modern forms have found wide acceptance even with the traditionalists. But
this book does not address any of those haiku here. So where do the other genres fit
in the scheme of things? These were some questions I had in mind as I read through
the book. Perhaps the exclusion is deliberate as Mason chooses to focus only on
nature-centric haiku.
Mason has steered clear of the intellectual merits and technical aspects of haiku in this
book. It is certainly not a manual on haiku. But for readers who wish to imbibe the
spirit of haiku, this is an excellent read. Mason has made a strong case for haiku being
a transformative experience in one’s life. And reading this book gives the reader more
than a glimpse of that transformative experience.
The book has an elegant hardcover with a simple design in white colour. It is handy,
and the font is large and easy on the eye. It is available at www.wondercode.com

Submission Guidelines

Narrow Road Literary Magazine is a triannual journal published in April, August and December.
It focusses on flash fiction, poetry and haibun. The first edition of the journal, which you have
been reading was invite only. However, from the second edition we are open to unsolicited
submissions and will read your works during the following periods:
June 1 - July 15 for the August Issue.
Oct 1 - Nov 15 for the December Issue.
Feb 1 - Mar 15 for the April Issue.
All flash fiction pieces, poems and haibun (works) submitted for publication will undergo a
review by editors of the individual genres. It will take approximately a month for them to
notify you whether your submission has been accepted, accepted subject to revisions, or not
accepted. Please be aware that at times, our editors may be unavailable for short periods, so
there could be delays in getting back to you. Time constraints and the voluntary nature of
editors' roles restrict editors from corresponding in any depth with writers whose work has
not been accepted.
We like to keep the communication lines clear and simple. But please do follow the following
guidelines. Please remember all submissions are subject to these guidelines.
1) You may submit up to three pieces in a single submission during any one submission
period.
2) You may only submit work that is not under consideration by other publications. Works
posted on closed Internet discussion forums or on personal web sites that are not publication
sites will be considered, and so will previously published works, provided you inform us of
the publication venue and date. If accepted, the said work will be noted as previously
published.
4) Once a work is accepted, we reserve the right to publish the work in the next issue of Narrow
Road, and in any associated annual print or online journals or anthologies.
5) Narrow Road retains first rights for all works that appear in this journal for the first time.
This means that if your work is subsequently published elsewhere, that publication must cite
Narrow Road as the place of original publication.
6) Please do include your Name and your place of residence in the mail that you send us.
Submission Procedures are as follows.
1) Submissions are to be sent to individual editors on narrowroad.mag@gmail.com . The
editor for each genre are listed below: a)

Flash Fiction – Rohini Gupta

b)

Poetry –Raamesh Gowri Raghavan

c)

Haibun – Paresh Tiwari

2) Your subject line should contain your name, the title(s) of your works, the genre you are
submitting for and the date. Send separate emails for separate genres, it makes the editors’ lives a
wee bit more worth living. We request you to paste your work directly into the body of the email,
unless the concrete structure of your work requires you to put it in a word doc or pdf. In this
case please do mention in your mail that you want your work to appear in the form you have
sent.
Copy Editing
All work accepted will be copy (not content) edited. As for changes in content, once a piece
has been accepted and formatted for the journal, we will not accept content changes except
under unusual circumstances.
We look forward to your works.

What are we looking for?

Fiction
Flash fiction is very short fiction which can range anywhere from 6 words to 1000
words. It's called flash because it can be read easily in a few minutes. It is also called
quick fiction, short-short, micro fiction, sudden fiction, smoke long fiction or postcard
fiction.
The only difference between short stories and flash fiction is the length. In this
magazine, we are looking for stories of no more than 1000 words. There is no
minimum length. If you can tell a story in very few words, go for it. The shorter your
story (if it fulfils the criteria of a story), the better your chance of getting it accepted.
However, the maximum length is fixed. Which means 1000 and below is okay but 1001
and above is not. Edit carefully and check word length before sending it in.
Within the 1000 words we are looking for a complete story with a beginning, a middle
and an end, at least one character, some action or movement and preferably, some
dialogue.
A story can be defined as - a character facing a problem, acting to resolve it and
reaching some kind of completion at the end. There must be movement and progress
in the story.
The ending can be of any kind – a happy or unhappy ending. A twist or a surprise or
even an ambiguous ending provided it seems natural and not contrived.

Poetry
There are as many definitions of poetry as there are poets. Wordsworth defined poetry
as "the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings;" Emily Dickinson said, "If I read a
book and it makes my body so cold no fire ever can warm me, I know that is poetry;"
and Dylan Thomas defined poetry this way: "Poetry is what makes me laugh or cry or
yawn, what makes my toenails twinkle, what makes me want to do this or that or
nothing."
Poetry is a lot of things to a lot of people. And we at Narrow Road will not attempt to tell you
what that is, since we are not that sure either. But yes, we not look at unnecessarily1 rhyming
words very kindly.

P.S. Please avoid sending us shape poetry. It’s the devil to format and is a great cause of
destroyed friendships.

1

Go ahead and send a villanelle, sonnet or any other form poetry if you’re confident of getting the meter and
rhythm right, alongside the rhyme.

Haibun
Haibun is a prose poem that uses embedded haiku to enhance the composition’s
overall resonance and effect. And that’s all that we will leave you with. English
language haibun is an evolving and highly complex form of writing and if we start
delving into the various definitions, do’s and don’ts, is and isn’t, we may never be able
to enjoy what the form may stand for.
The fourteen haibun contained in this first issue would give you a fair idea of what we are
looking for. Surprise us, move us, shock us, just do not maintain the status quo. As for the
haiku in the haibun, we believe it to be an integral part of the composition. It should move the
story forward or take the narrative in a different direction. It may add insight or another
dimension to the prose, resolve the conflict in an unpredictable way, or may question the
resolution of the prose.

It’s perfectly fine with us if the haiku does not work as a standalone piece of poetry, if it makes
sense in the overall narrative and follows the other aesthetics of a haiku, we are open to it.
But, yes 5-7-5 is usually not a haiku.

Happy Writing!

Artist in Spotlight

Anubhav Som
Anubhav Som, a Master’s in Fine Arts (Painting) from Banaras Hindu University, lives
in New Delhi. His work – water colours – has been displayed in various art shows
across the length and the breadth of the country. He has been a part of the prestigious
Chandigarh Lalit Kala Annual, Lalit Kala Lucknow, Indian Art Fair, and the 83rd All
India Art and Craft Society Show amongst others.
He has worked with various renowned artists from across the worls including Katja
Loher at Swiss Embassy, Pietro Ruffo at the Italian Embassy, and Thomas Heriot at
Alliance Francaise, New Delhi.
Anubhav has received many accolades for his effortless water colour paintings, the
most notable being ‘Chandigarh Lalit Kala Award for Painting, ‘Prafulla Dhankar
Award for Art Installation, AIFACS Award, and State Lalit Kala Award.
He is also the visiting faculty at NID for Design and Drawing Course and Visiting
Lecturer for Art at IISER, Mohali.
Anubhav has always championed the confluence of Art and Literature. Some of his
paintings have been turned into haiga and he has been associated with the Setu
Magazine in its formative years.

Anubhav can be contacted at anubhavsom@gmail.com for queries regarding his work.
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